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Abstra t
To date, linguisti ally annotated orpora are mainly exploited for
feature-based training of automati labelling systems. In this paper,
we present a general approa h for the Des ription Logi s-based modelling of multi-layered annotated orpora whi h oers (i) exible and
enhan ed querying fun tionality that goes beyond urrent XML-based
query languages, (ii) a basis for onsisten y he king, and (iii) a general
method for dening abstra tions over orpus annotations.
We apply this method to the synta ti ally and semanti ally annotated SALSA/TIGER orpus. By dening abstra tions over the
orpus data, we generalise from a large set of individual orpus annotations to a orresponding lexi on model. We dis uss issues arising
from modelling multi-layered orpus annotations in Des ription Logi s
and illustrate the benets of our approa h at on rete examples.

1 Introdu tion
One of the most ex iting developments in

omputational linguisti s over the

re ent years is the in reasing availability of large
of linguisti

orpora with multiple layers

annotation. For example, the WSJ portion of the Penn Tree-

bank is now not only annotated synta ti ally, but also with semanti
and dis ourse

onne tives. Su h

roles

orpora oer the possibility to investigate

empiri ally the intera tions between dierent layers of linguisti

analysis,

and mu h re ent work has fo ussed on the a quisition of statisti al models
for automati

linguisti

annotation at dierent linguisti
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levels. While the

resulting models ll an important need, they do not lend themselves easily
to human interpretation or integration with other knowledge sour es.
suggest that these needs
by

generalising

over

an be addressed by indu ing a

We

multi-level lexi on

orpus instan es. This lexi on makes the information

on the individual linguisti

levels a

essible and expli itly represents their

intera tion, whi h gives rise to three major benets:
Querying for linguisti

sented in XML; however,

data analysis.

Corpus data are usually repre-

urrent XML-based query tools support queries

that involve multiple linguisti

levels only in very restri ted ways. In a re-

ent survey, Lai and Bird (2004) found that almost all query tools

annot

deal with interse ting hierar hies, i.e., tree-shaped analyses on multiple linguisti

levels, whi h are ubiquitous in

A powerful lexi on representation

orpora with multi-layer annotation.

an over ome this limitation, allowing for

integrated querying of multiple levels.
Consisten y

he king.

The

in rease for 'deeper' linguisti

omplexity of annotation s hemes tends to

analysis, and so does the eort of as ertaining

onsistent

that given annotation instan es are

For example, the annotation of semanti

with the annotation s heme.

roles requires a large number of

at-

egories. These are usually lexi ally spe i , and not universally appli able;
in addition, the observan e of inter- ategory relations su h as obligatoriness
or mutual ex lusion are usually not enfor ed by annotation tools. Che king
for

onsisten y of su h

quires a large eort. In

omplex

onstraints on the

model that integrates the annotation s heme

an use general KR te hniques.

Abstra tions and appli ation interfa es.

a given

orpus annotation may diverge

ularity for a spe i

orpus level arguably re-

ontrast, a de larative formalisation of the lexi on

The granularity

hosen for

onsiderably from the optimal gran-

analysis. While it is possible to obtain more abstra t

representations pro edurally in a

orpus by

ollapsing

ategories, a de lar-

ative lexi on model allows for mu h more exible and ner-grained
Abstra tion
body of

ontrol.

an then be driven empiri ally, as generalisations over a large

orpus annotations, but also theory-driven. The latter point is espe-

ially important for the integration of

orpus-derived data in large, symboli

pro essing ar hite ture (see Frank (2004), who lists a number of problems
arising from deriving syntax-semanti s mapping information dire tly from a
orpus, and Babko-Malaya et al. (2006), who en ounter similar problems in
syn hronising Penn Treebank with PropBank annotations).
This paper demonstrates the benets of a de larative lexi on model by reporting on the

onstru tion of a Des ription Logi s-based lexi on for Ger-
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man that represents information about morphologi al, synta ti
semanti

and frame

levels of analysis. We highlight the benets of lexi on modelling in

Des ription Logi s (DL) and show that

omplex annotation s hemes require

areful lexi on design. In Se tion 2, we motivate our de ision to use DL to
dene our lexi on model. Se tion 3 des ribes our input data and the design
of the lexi on model, and Se tion 4 shows

on rete instan es of the usage of

this model and provides some statisti s. Se tion 5 gives

on luding remarks.

2 Des ription Logi and Lexi on Modelling
The formalisation of our lexi on model is based on OWL DL, a strongly typed
framework whi h

ombines the expressivity of OWL

1 with the favourable

omputational properties of DL, most notably de idability and monotoni ity (see Baader et al., 2003). Besides the availability of reasoning and
sisten y

on-

he king servi es, one of the major benets of using OWL is the

possibility to

on eive of the lexi on as a graph, i.e. a

omplex entity with

a high degree of intera tion between various levels of linguisti

des ription

( f. Spohr and Heid, 2006).
FrameNet and DL.

Two earlier studies have used DL to model FrameNet,

but have limited themselves to modelling the

denitional

part of the re-

sour e (Narayanan et al., 2002, Baumgartner and Bur hardt, 2004).
formalisation additionally
in a manner
of

omprises the modelling of

Our

annotation instan es

omparable to S he zyk et al. (2006). However, our

on eption

lasses, properties and axioms is geared towards dete ting in onsisten ies

in the

orpus annotation with a theorem prover, and expressing various gen-

eralisations over annotated

orpus instan es. Moreover, our lexi on model is

interfa ed with a storage and querying ar hite ture.
Other modelling frameworks.

Des ription Logi

only option for designing a lexi on model.

is

ertainly not the

2 Re ent alternatives in lude Lex-

i al Systems (Polguère, 2006) and the Lexi al Markup Framework (Franopoulo et al., 2006). Our main reason for preferring OWL DL is its strong
logi al foundation and its well-dened model-theoreti
tion, these models la k properties we
or hierar hi al
1
2

semanti s. In addi-

onsider essential, su h as inheritan e

lassi ation in general (Lexi al Systems). While LMF is in

http://www.w3.org/2004/OWL/
Eorts in

orpus-based extra tion of lexi a for LTAG grammars ( f. Xia et al., 2000)

are loosely related to the present work, but are tied to a spe i

synta ti

theory, and are

la king a general logi al framework for generalisation and lexi on modelling.

3

prin iple powerful enough to dene a model of FrameNet's frames and roles
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and of their interrelations , it is an open question whether LMF  in its
rent state 

ur-

an represent these data in an equally prin ipled way as OWL

DL. For example, it appears di ult in LMF to

apture information su h

as the roleset of a frame, or relations between roles, as restri tions on their
synta ti

and semanti

properties. Consequently,

he king the

onsisten y

of annotation instan es wrt. their denitions is likely to require

omplex

me hanisms.

3 A Lexi on Model For Syntax and Semanti s
3.1

Role-semanti

annotation in the SALSA

orpus

The lexi on model we have designed is used to store the data annotated in the
SALSA proje t (Bur hardt et al., 2006). SALSA builds on the TIGER
pus, a German newspaper
et al., 2002), and adds a

orpus with manual synta ti

di tionary whi h asso iates En-

targets ) with semanti

glish words and expressions (

semanti roles

annotation (Brants

role-semanti layer following the FrameNet paradigm

(Baker et al., 1998). FrameNet is a semanti
lists

or-

lasses

alled

frames and

for ea h frame. Sin e frames have been found to exhibit

a high degree of language independen e, SALSA re-uses English frames for
German (see Bur hardt et al. (2006) for details). An English example annotation is given in Figure 1: The verb 

riti ise
evaluee
Washington

 is annotated with the frame

Judgment_ ommuni ation, the semanti roles
ator pointing to 

Robert Tuttle

 and 

Figure 1: Frame-semanti
3

and

ommuni-

, respe tively.

annotation

Cf. working paper  Extended examples of lexi ons using LMF , G. Fran opoulo (2005).
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3.2

Core requirements for multi-level lexi ons

In the pro ess of
ments whi h we

reating our lexi on, we have identied three
onsider as

ore require-

entral for any omputational lexi on that models

multi-level data, and whi h strongly inuen ed the design of our model.
Making the information from dierent levels of

Interse ting hierar hies.

linguisti

analysis ( f. Figure 1) a

essible requires a mapping of the various

annotation layers and their interse tions onto a
our

ommon representation. In

ase, this issue be omes parti ularly manifest in the

between syntax and semanti s.
be it a

onstituent, part of a

Any synta ti

omplex intera tion

unit in a

orpus senten e 

onstituent or even part of a word  may po-

tentially evoke a frame or represent a role. At the same time, it is assigned
a (morpho-)synta ti

ategory and may hold a grammati al fun tion in the

senten e. Moreover, a senten e may also
Consequently, a synta ti

onstituent

ontain multiple frame annotations.
an be assigned more than one role,

within dierent frame annotations. We deal with this issue by means of

tiple instantiation
and their synta ti
Lexi ographi

and tight linking between semanti

mul-

annotation instan es

realisations (see Se tion 4).

relevan e and generalisations.

One of the main aims

of the SALSA proje t has been to identify instan es of lexi ographi ally
relevant phenomena in the

orpus, su h as metaphors or frame-evoking multi-

word expressions (Atkins et al., 2003). A requirement for the lexi on model
is thus not only to

apture this

lexi al knowledge and make it a

essible in a

straightforward yet exible way, but also to support abstra tion over spe i
annotation instan es in order to derive further generalisations about these
phenomena, su h as valen e patterns. In order to a hieve this, we pro eed
in a bottom-up fashion: during lexi on generation, annotation instan es are

generalise over parti

olle ted and grouped. In doing so, we

ular annotation

instan es and make the respe tive types of phenomena expli it in the lexi on.
Quantitative tenden ies.

Closely

onne ted to the previous issue is the

demand to be able to derive quantitative tenden ies from
There are basi ally two approa hes to this task:
xed number of phenomena are

al ulated during the

stati

then hard- oded in the lexi on (

orpus annotations.
(i) frequen ies of a

onversion pro ess and

), or (ii) the stru ture of the lexi on

model and the query engine are designed su h that it is possible to derive

dynami

quantitative tenden ies at query time (
wrt. the frequen y information that

an be a

). Solution (i) is pres riptive

essed by the user, thus limiting

the usability of the lexi on as a tool of a tive lexi ographi
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and lexi al-

semanti

resear h. Solution (ii)

ompensates for the la k of the rst option,

but imposes higher demands on lexi on ar hite ture and user skills.
The

ombination of OWL DL and the Sesame framework (Broekstra

et al., 2002) supports both solutions: The graph-based view on the lexi on
enables representing a high amount of interrelation between the dierent
levels of linguisti

analysis, where frequen y information

within separate sub-graphs.

ould be en oded

As the exibility of Sesame's query language

SeRQL makes expli it information easily explorable and also enables the
dete tion of

3.3

impli it

orrelations, we opted for the more exible solution (ii).

Filling TBox and ABox

When using DL, any information to be represented has to belong either to
the

TBox

('terminologi al box' 

on epts) or the

ABox

('assertional box'

 fa ts). A straightforward division for our data would be to represent the
annotation data in the ABox and the denition of the underlying synta ti
and semanti

ategories in the TBox. However, as our annotation s heme

itself is highly stru tured, this division is not so
to take into a
6.000

lear- ut. Moreover, we had

ount the nal size of the model, whi h

on eptual

ontains more than

lasses instantiated by about some 20.000

orpus senten es.

One fundamental question that arose was whether (i) to put individual
frames su h as Self_motion or Leadership into the ABox as instan es
of a general

lass

Frame

or whether (ii) to represent them in the TBox as

lasses. The main reasons in favour of (i) are rst, that our lexi on is built
dire tly from a
entails a

orpus

ontaining ne-grained multi-level annotations whi h

ertain degree of heterogeneity. Se ond, (i) is more expli it in that

it supports querying information about the frames, su h as their inherent
semanti

roles and relations.

modelled as

On the other hand, if individual frames are

lasses in the TBox (ii), they

an impose well-formedness

straints on their annotated instan es. As one of our main goals is
he king, we model frames as

lasses.

on-

onsisten y

We also extended the TBox with a

small hierar hy that models the dierent annotation types.
Figure 2 illustrates part of the T-Box
illustrates the linguisti

lass hierar hy. The left-hand side

model, in whi h frames and roles are dened a

ing to FrameNet's inheritan e relation.

ord-

Sin e both frames and roles may

inherit from more than one frame/role, these are

multiple inheritan e hierar-

hies. The gure also shows (fun tional) edge labels and part-of-spee h tags
provided by TIGER and a

orresponding set of (largely theory-independent)

grammati al fun tions and

ategories we have dened to support the extra -

tion of generalised valen e information from the lexi on.
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Linguisti model

Annotation

Frames
⊒ Intentionally_ae t
⊒ Pla ing
⊒ Motion, . . .
• Roles
⊒ Intentionally_ae t.A t
⊒ Pla ing.Means
• TIGER edge labels and POS
⊒ SB, OA, PPER, ADJA, . . .
• Generalised fun tions and ategories
⊒ subj, obj, NounP, AdjP, . . .

Frame Annotations
⊒ Simple
⊒ Ellipti
⊒ Metaphori
⊒ Underspe ied
• Role Annotations
⊒ Simple
⊒ Underspe ied
• Target Annotations
⊒ Single-word targets
⊒ Multi-word targets
• Senten es, synta ti units, . . .

•

•

Figure 2: S hema of the TBox

lass hierar hy

The right-hand side of Figure 2 shows the hierar hy of bottom-up generalisations over the annotation s heme mentioned in Se tion 3.2. For example,
a frame target is marked as a

multi-word

target if it is assigned to at least

one non-terminal node, or two or more (terminal or non-terminal) nodes 
ex luding parti le verbs and zu innitives. Thus, annotation

lasses serve

as a kind of lter for separating dierent types of annotation phenomena,
for whi h dierent properties have been dened.
Annotation instan es from the

orpus instantiate (multiple)

both hierar hies (see Figure 2): On the annotation side a
types of phenomena; on the denition side a
and their synta ti

fun tions and

lasses in

ording to their

ording to their frames or roles,

ategories (both TIGER and generalised).

Again, this intera tion makes it possible to impose various well-formedness
onstraints on the annotation instan es, e.g., axioms dening the admissible
relations between a parti ular frame and its roles. This is illustrated in the
DL statement below, whi h expresses that an instan e of the Pla ing frame
may

at most have

the roles goal, path, et .

Pla ing ⊑ ∃.hasRole (Pla ing.Goal ⊔ Pla ing.Path ⊔ . . .)
Pla ing ⊑ ∀.hasRole (Pla ing.Goal ⊔ Pla ing.Path ⊔ . . .)
Relations between roles
nent example is the
o

ex ludes

urren e of roles like

an be formalised in a similar way.

A promi-

relation in FrameNet, whi h prohibits the

o-

ause and agent of the Pla ing frame. This

an

be expressed by the following statement.

Pla ing ⊑ ¬((∃.hasRole Pla ing.Cause) ⊓ (∃.hasRole Pla ing.Agent))
7

The restri tions are used in

he king the

tation; instan es violating these

onsisten y of the semanti

anno-

onstraints are identied by the theorem

prover as in oherent.

4 Con rete Examples and Figures
An annotated

orpus senten e.

In order to sum up and substantiate the

dis ussions in the previous se tions, we present the partial lexi on representa-

...was das ozielle Kroatien
aber in beträ htli he völkerre htli he S hwierigkeiten bringen würde ... 4
bringen

tion of an annotated

orpus senten e, namely 

 .

The predi ate 

(to bring) has been analysed as metaphori al; we

fo us on the literal (Sour e) reading, des ribed with a Pla ing frame.
SyntacticUnit
PRELS
SB

MetaphoricFrameAnnotation
UspFrameAnnotation
Causation

NounP
subj

isUspWith

hasFrameAnnotation

isAssignedTo

SyntacticUnit
ART
NK
hasTigerID s2910_15
hasContent "das"

hasFlag

hasFrameAnnotation

isReadingOf hasReading

consistsOf

LexicalUnit
rdf:ID bringen.Placing

SentenceAnnotation
hasSentenceID s2910
hasContent
"Die Ausrufung des ..."

isAnnotation hasAnnotation−
InstanceOf
Instance

SimpleRoleAnnotation
Placing.Cause
hasContent "was"

hasFrameAnnotation

SingleWordTarget
hasContent "bringen"

isTargetOf

hasCoreRole

SyntacticUnit
NP
OA

Lemma
UspFrameAnnotation
hasLemma "bringen"
Support

Source

hasTigerID s2910_14
hasContent "was"

5

hasCoreRole

MetaphoricFrameAnnotation
Placing

hasTarget
isAssignedTo

hasHead

isAssignedTo

NounP
obj
hasTigerID s2910_502
hasContent "das offizielle Kroatien"
consistsOf

SimpleRoleAnnotation
Placing.Theme
hasContent "das offizielle Kroatien"

consistsOf

SyntacticUnit
ADJA
NK
hasTigerID s2910_16
hasContent "offizielle"

SyntacticUnit
NE
NK
hasTigerID s2910_17
hasContent "Kroatien"

consistsOf

SyntacticUnit
VVINF
HD
hasTigerID s2910_23
hasContent "bringen"

hasCoreRole

SimpleRoleAnnotation
Placing.Goal
hasContent "in beträchtliche völker..."
isAssignedTo

SyntacticUnit
PP
MO

PrepP
mod−in

SyntacticUnit
NN
NK
hasTigerID s2910_22
hasContent "Schwierigkeiten"
consistsOf

hasTigerID s2910_503
hasContent "in beträchtliche völker..."
consistsOf

SyntacticUnit
APPR
AC
hasTigerID s2910_19
hasContent "in"

SyntacticUnit
ADJA
NK
hasTigerID s2910_20
hasContent "beträchtliche"

consistsOf

SyntacticUnit
ADJA
NK
hasTigerID s2910_21
hasContent "völkerrechtliche"

Figure 3: Partial lexi on representation of an annotated

orpus senten e

The boxes in Figure 3 represent instan es in the lexi on model, with the
4
5

 . . . whi h would, however, get Croatia into serious trouble with international law . . . 

Target) reading is shown in the subgraph above Pla ing. It has
Causation frame

The understood (

been analysed as an underspe i ation between aspe tual support and a

(see Bur hardt et al., 2006 for details on the use of underspe i ation).
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respe tive
below it.

lasses listed above the horizontal line, and datatype properties
The links between these instan es indi ate OWL obje t proper-

ties whi h have been dened for the instantiated

lasses. For example, the

metaphori al Pla ing frame is shown as the grey box in the middle.
Multiple inheritan e is indi ated in Figure 3 by instan es
than one
the

lass, su h as the instan e in the left

lasses

Synta ti Unit, NP, OA, NounP

inherit the properties of ea h of these

and

arrying more

entre, whi h instantiates

obj.

Multi- lass instan es

lasses, so that e.g. the metaphori

frame annotation of the Pla ing frame in the middle of the gure has both
the properties dened for

frames (hasCoreRole)

and for

frame annotations

(hasTarget). As dis ussed in Se tion 3.2, multiple inheritan e is also used
to dene normalisations of the synta ti

inventory provided by TIGER to

derive generalised valen e patterns from the annotated
are indi ated in itali s (e.g.,

NounP ).

orpus data. These

The gure also highlights the model's graph-based stru ture with a high
degree of interrelation between the lexi on entities. For example, the grey

Pla ing frame instan e is dire tly related to its roles (left, bottom), its
lexi al an hor (right), the surrounding senten e (top), and a ag (top left).
Querying.

Information is retrieved from the lexi on by stating queries

whi h spe ify paths through the model graph.

For example, the SeRQL

query in Figure 4 extra ts all lemmas whi h evoke the Pla ing frame ( f. the
grey boxes in Figure 3). Grouping of the results yields the frequen y distribution shown in the table below.

SELECT LEMMA
FROM {LEMMA} salsa:hasReading {} salsa:hasAnnotationInstan e {}
salsa:isTargetOf {} serql:dire tType {salsa:Pla ing}
Lemma

No. of instan es

Lemma

No. of instan es

legen

38

ablegen

3

bringen

35

kippen

3

nehmen

13

einlagern

1

einpanzen

1

plazieren

4

Figure 4: SeRQL query and results: lemmas evoking the Pla ing frame

The normalisation of

orpus

ategories dis ussed above allows for the

querying of annotated data on dierent levels of granularity. Table 1 shows
results for a query that retrieves the synta ti
ual semanti

roles,

normalised levels.

ontrasting the
On the

spe i

realisation patterns for individ-

(as annotated in the

orpus) and

omplete lexi on, the use of normalised

9

ategories

redu es the number of realisation patterns from 2,176 to 1,026,

apturing

generalisations whi h would have remained undete ted otherwise.

Spe i

Normalised

Role

Category/POS

Role

Pla ing.Theme
Pla ing.Theme
Pla ing.Theme
Statement.Message
Statement.Message

NN
NE
PPER
S
VROOT

Pla ing.Theme

ontrol.

of the annotated



Statement.Message

Sent



vs. normalised

ategories

Sin e we aim at providing a oherent representation

orpus senten es in the lexi on model, it is essential to

ensure that the data fed into the lexi on are
Here, we

NounP


Table 1: Results based on spe i

Consisten y

Category

onsistent in the rst pla e.

an make use of SALSA's distributed annotation pra ti e, whi h

in ludes the extra tion of about 500 sub orpora for spe i
original TIGER

lemmas from the

orpus. This organisation of the data enables a rather lo al

dete tion of in onsisten ies in the annotations, su h as uses of non-existing
frames, typos or  on the level of DL  logi al in oheren es with respe t to
the denitions of the underlying framework. On e these have been removed,
the respe tive

orpora

an be added in rementally to the

onsistent data

that are already in the lexi on. The whole pro ess of building the lexi on
is s hematised in Figure 5 below, in luding the
abstra tions and generalisations over
orpora as well as
whi h

onsisten y

an then be a

STORAGE /
QUERY LAYER

LOGICAL LAYER

FrameNet
Definitions

Annotated
Corpora

onversion of the

ontrol and the nal lexi on representation,

essed by users and/or appli ations.

SALSA/FN LAYER

SALSA
Definitions

onstru tion of the model,

orpus annotations,

Conversion

OWL DL Model

Abstraction

Import

Conversion

OWL DL
Data Files

+Consistency

Storage

Consistency

Consistent
OWL Data

Storage

RDFS
DB
(Sesame)

Query
Correction

Inconsistent
OWL Data

Figure 5: Workow of the lexi on
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reation pro ess

Size of the lexi on.

have

As the

orpus annotation is still work in progress, we

arried out a preliminary experiment based on a sample of more than

7,500 dierent senten es  about one third of the targeted size of the rst
SALSA release. The sample yielded a total of more than 150,000 instan es
in the lexi on, instantiating 185 dierent frame

lasses and 631 role

lasses.

Table 2 provides more detailed gures.
Type

No. of instan es

Type

No. of instan es

Lemmas

337

Frame annotations

Lemma-frame pairs

727

Role annotations

Senten es

7,618

Table 2: Instan e

Synta ti

ount based on the

9,069
17,082

units

urrent

114,441

orpus data

5 Con lusion
In this paper, we have shown how a DL-based lexi on model derived from a
orpus with multi-layer synta ti
formalisation of

and semanti

omplex linguisti

stru tures.

annotation

and powerful query language, the model is easily a
spe tion, supporting among others the

an yield a

lean

Interfa ed with a database
essible for human in-

omputation of frequen y data and

formulation of linguisti ally insightful queries.

Moreover, the graph-based

stru ture allows for in remental renement and normalisation of the model.
While the work on the SALSA
ing

ompleted, nalised

Current and future work

orpus (Bur hardt et al., 2006) is be-

orpora are being imported into the lexi on model.
on entrates on the renement of

onsisten y

on-

trol and normalisation, as well as quantitative evaluation, e.g., to identify
unbalan ed data that

an later on be supplemented.
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